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Not this…



Outline

The current model of safety

How it affects the way we work

Moving the focus of resilience



The Aim of Safety

That as few things as possible 
go wrong



Work-As-Imagined



The Current View of Safety – Safety I

Normal functioning
(compliance)

Acceptable outcomes
(successes)

Unwanted transition 
(sudden or gradual)

Malfunctioning
(non-compliance)

Unacceptable outcomes
(failures)

Hollnagel E. Safety-I and Safety-II; the past and future of safety management 2014



Safety - I
Definition of safety That as few things as possible go wrong

Safety management principle Reactive; responds when something happens or
something is deemed an unacceptable risk

View of the human factor in safety Humans are predominantly seen as a liability or hazard

Accident investigations Accidents are caused by failures and malfunctions. 
The purpose of investigations is to identify the causes.

Risk Assessment Accidents are caused by failures and malfunctions.
The purpose of investigations is to identify the causes 
and contributory factors



The Swiss Cheese Model





Find and Fix



Compliance



More 

Defenses



to follow the rules

Your Hospital



Healthcare Worker Patient and family



What we focus on matters…





Work-As-Done



Safety versus Productivity



Hollnagel The ETTO Priciple: Efficiency Thoroughness Tradeoff 2009



The New View – Safety II

Performance
adjustments

Acceptable outcomes
(successes)

Unacceptable outcomes
(failures)

Hollnagel E. Safety-I and Safety-II; the past and future of safety management 2014



The New Aim of Safety

That as many things as 
possible go right



Safety - II
Definition of safety That as many things as possible go right

Safety management principle Proactive, continuously trying to anticipate 
developments and events

View of the human factor in safety Humans are seen as a resource necessary for system 
flexibility and resilience

Accident investigations The purpose of an investigation is to understand how 
things usually go right as a basis for explaining how 
things occasionally go wrong

Risk Assessment To understand the conditions where performance 
variability can become difficult or impossible to 
monitor and control



Complexity is the problem…

People are the solution



“Things that never happened before 
happen all the time”

Scott D. Sagan “The Limits of Safety”



Constraint
Creates
Brittleness

Hides the sources of Adaptability
and
Innovation





Gary Klein “Seeing What Others Don’t”



What Does This Mean For How We Work?



Are you 
making 
failure
less 
likely?

Or usual 
success

more 
likely?

1. With any interventions…



Make It Easier To Do The Right Thing



Work as Done

Work as Imagined



2. Learn from all events



With incidents, focus on learning

Why did that seem the 
right thing 

to do at the time?

Dekker A Field Guide to Understanding Human Error 2014



3.  Build Team and System Resilience



Resilience

is the ability of the team/system to

monitor and adjust 
performance to achieve its goals, 

even when the unexpected happens. 



“The system must be both prepared 
and prepared to be unprepared”

J. Paries Resilience Engineering in Practice 2011



Anticipate How Things Might Fail



Tomorrow…



Discussions, Arguments, Questions…

@HorsleyCarl

chorsley@middlemore.co.nz


